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ABSTRACT

A review of strange meson spectroscopy is presented.
The problem areas are still the status of the strange mem-
bers of the two 1 + nonets as well as the situation in the
high-mass K region.

I. INTRODUCTION
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In the short time I have here today I will try to present a gen-
eral review and point out some of the problems in strange meson
spectroscopy. In Fig. 1 is summarized what is essentially our present
knowledge of the status of bump-hunting. Here, at the intersection
of the grid of well-known nonets are indicated the resonances (or
enhancements) which are reasonably well established with the given
two-particle decay. Except for a few missing states (e.g. I) meson)
most all known resonances are found with at least one of the possible
listed decay w.odes. The symbol N at an intersection spot means that
nothing of significance has been observed with the designated decay.

We will primarily be concerned with in:
Sect II: What we know well: 0~, 1~, 2 nonet
Sect III: Problem Areas: The Low-Mass Enhancements (LME)
Sect IV: High-Mass K 's
Sect V: Summary and Conclusions.

II. WHAT WE KNOW WELL

A. 0 nonet strange member - K(495): no comment.

B-. 1 nonet strange member - K(890): no new results. The data on
K(890) properties is rather good. The mass difference between the
neutral and charged state has been measured1 (AM(K*°-K*~) • 5.7 + 1.7
MeV) and shown to be in the same direction as that of the ground
state K(495).

C. 2 + nonet strange member - K(1420): p

1. j£: Agullar-Benitez, s£ al., have performed a J analysis
of the K(1420) produced in the reaction K~p •*• K~(1420)p for combined
data at 3.9 and 4.6 GeV/c. The analysis was done on a sample of
non-peripherally produced events [away from the ir-exchange region so
that S-D interference effects are minimized]. The authors assume
that the K(1420) does not interfere with the background and perform
a simple background subtraction on the Jackson cosO and 41 angular
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distributions. The assignment J^=l~ is ruled out; however, 2 + and 3~
cannot be distinguished. If some dynamical assumptions are employed
and if all P̂ un' with m,m' > 1 are set equal to zero, then the cos©
distribution is found not to be fitted by the 3~ hypothesis. Thus,
2 is strongly favored.

2. Branching Ratios; KTTT/K^: There have been some discrepancies
in the K W K T T branching ratio of the K(1420). It has been shown that
this number is best obtained when the K(1420) is produced in charge-
exchange reactions rather than in reactions [i.e. Kp •+ (KiTTr)p] which
have strong background problems [i.e. Q production]. A new result sub-
mitted to the conference by the Brussels/CERN/Mons/Munchen Collaboration
[reaction K+n •* K(1420)p at 4.6 CeV/c] gives

K(1420) - Kinr _
K(1420) - KTT 0 > J 7 - °'10

which is in excellent agreement with previous determinations from the
reaction K~p •*• K(1420)n:

3.9 GeV/c [BKL]1: .40 + .10
4.6 GeV/c [BNL]1: .46 + .10

4.1, 5.5 GeV/c [ANL]3: .49 + .10

III. PROBLEM AREAS

A. Q Region

The Q region has been extensively studied, though not with the
statistics which presently make up the A. data sample. As such, the
status of the Q is even more uncertain than is that of the A.. SU(3)
and the quark model have an interest in the Q region: a brother of the
Aj [JPC = I"1"1"] and the B meson (JPC = I4"] are both expected to be
present somewhere in the Q region [i.e. M(Kirn) < 1.5 GeVj.

The present experimental evidence argues against a simple single
[Breit-Wigner-type] resonance in the Q region. [This is not to say that
the data are in agreement with a multi-resonance hypothesis.] Let us
summarize:
Arguments Against a Single Resonance in Q Region; +

"(I) A compilation of the data^ On the reaction K+p •* (Kirn) p for mo-
menta between 7.3 and 13.0 GeV/c reveals a non-Breit-Wigner shape of
the Q enhancement. As shown in Fig. 2, a sharp rise near threshold and
a rapid drop at M(Kinr) >v 1.28 GeV are observed.
(2) The slope of da/dt rapidly varies across the Kirir mass in the Q
region for Q produced in the reactions V^p •*• 0+p 5 [Fig. 3] and
K°(K°)p * Qo(Qo)p [Ref. 6].
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(3) Assuming a 1+ hypothesis, Binghan, e£ al., * have fitted the
Dalitz plot in the reaction K*p • K+n+i!~p as a function of Kan effect-
ive mass with a reatrix elor.cnt consisting of interfering 0 and K
saplitudes. The results^shown in the lower portion of Pig. 3 for a,
Che ratio of the Kjs to K a, indicate a. large contribution frora KP at
low H(KTin) [£ 1.30 GeV) for all the data studied [i.e. 2.5 «. p L A B £
12.7 GeV]. This ratio is found to decrease rapidly with Increasing
KWTT mass. Such an effeet is not consistent with a single resonance
interpretation.

On the other hand, there is very little evidence for two distinct
resonances (i.e. KA and Kg). In face, let us suppose that a bona fide
Kg was present in the Q enhancement. Froa generalized C-parity argu-
aents and frost the fact that P is an SU(2> singlet, we would expect
Che BKKBP " 0 SO that Kp -2f-» % p . This would lead to the expectation
that

(a) - The portion of the Q peak corresponding to the K_ fonly Regge
exchange] would decrease faster with energy than that of the KA [which
could couple to Pi. This would lead to a distinct difference in the
energy dependence of the cass spectra. Kovever, as shownt5' in Fig. (,
(top)* there is no significant difference between the energy dependence
of any of the aass segments of the Q. All portions are observed to fall
with n = 0.6 (using o t< p~nJ. Such a behavior also argues against any
significant difference in the structure of the Q at different incident
•oaenta.

(b) The Kg should not be •trongly produced in the reaction K*d -
Q d. As such, a difference between the Q structure in the reactions
K*p * Q p and K+d •• Q+d night result. The ecaparison of these two mass
•pectra by Firestone, « 3^.,^) {at 12 GeV/c, see F£g. 4 -bottowl re-
veals, apart from the influence of deuterium effects, no significant
changes in the shape of the Knit low-mass enhancement.

Kowever, remarks (a) and (b) above are tempered by some
theoretical possibilities regarding the I**" and 1*" nonets. In par-
ticular, as shown by Kane,tl0J it is possible [theoretical! that the
nonet states |KA> and |KB> mix to produce the physically observed
[QA> and |QB> states; viz.

JQA> - }KA> cos* • JKB> ein*

|QB> - - |KA> "in* + {ly cos*

With such mixing, any statement regarding couplings of JQ>> and |Q-> to
P would depend critically on the mixing angle, *. If, for example,
* = 45". no simple statement such as points (a) ant! (b) above could be
sade.
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B. The Rest of LHg (for now?)
We show, for completeness, other strange UiE which have so Car b!en

observed (Fig. 51:

Kp •• Lp(ll*j L •» K(142Q)o £to be discussed below}

Kp - (Kf)p(l3>

C- Additional Oocplicatjons to thei Resonance..Interpretation of
1. Calticri, cTITrr/f^ "fl2'CeV'/cJ have shown chat Co obtain a

LMB in the reaction

Kp •»

it is not necessary that X be in the resonance region gl.e. be •
K{890) or K(i620)|. This is seen in Fig. 6 where the X« spectrua i«
shown for different X selections. The X" WB traveling peaks are
evident.

C M )2. Cohen, et_ atl., have compared the reactions

and s~n •* {«~o"*)p

at 7 CeV/c. Mich slnilar selections they observe LME in p°w+ (A.J
and in o"-* {exotic). These spectra are shovn in Fig. 6 in which
the solid curves represent the predictions of • double Regge-pole
oodel fORPM}. They argue that if one accepts the duality notion* that
•greetaetvt with experiment and HRFM implies a resonant interpretation
for LHE, one is forced to have an exotic o~*~ resonance.

®" Search forii Son-Diffractlve K,̂  and K%
Given the problems discussed above, it appears best to search for

the two K*'s (I.e. K.; and Kg] in channels not dominated by the seemingly
nonresonant LHE. If the braad structures corresponding to the Q, A^,
A3, etc., are Indeed composed of resonant states, then there is no reason
for their not being produced in nondiffraccive channels. The following
examples of searches for nondiffractive states are not exhaustive.but
serve to give some feeling as to the present state of the art.

a. KN •• (K «)°8*
Werner, ££.*!«» bave made a compilation of all available data

on K 15 states (1 100 events/ub] produced in charge-exchange reactions.
The appropriate effective mass spectra are shovn in Fig. 7. Whereas soae
amount of a broad Q enhancement (e»g. cross-hatched area in Fig. 7a} can
be accommodated by the data there is no evidence, apart from the K(1420),
In the Knn i£ • 1/2 spectra for any narrow gnhancenents.
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Figure 8 shows the Kn and Knw effective mass spectra at 4.5
and 6.0 Gt>V/c Incident n" r.oaent* of Crennell, et al.*16' In addition
to the K(1420) there is evidence at both oonenta for production-of a
narrow (i 60 MeV wide} K ^ state at a raiss = 1300 MeV. The lower por-
tion of the figure shows the nn and K" sass projections as a function
of Krin nass for the 4.5-GeV/c data. In the K(1300) region there is
evidence for a surplus of o~ events (̂  3s) with little evidence for an
accumulation of K*(890) events above background. This leads the authors
to suggest that KU300) decays doainantly into Kp.

c. in pp: the C Meson ....
Evidence has been oresented bv Astier, et al., for Drodue-

tion of a Kin enhancement, deencd the C ccsTn, at a mass of s 1250
MeV, produced in pp annihilations at rest. The Kan effective cass
spectrun is shown in Fig. 9 for all reactions in which the C neson is
clalocd to be produced. A Zenach analysis gives Jp(C)rai+ with,

H(C) - 1242 *J_Q MeV

127 *2
7
5 MeV .

A large C •* Kp branching fraction is claimed.

Problems:

(1) S-vavo capture is assumed and used to prove both Che ex-
istence .is well as the Jp of the C. The new results^®) that the re-
action pp •* «°»° is observed at rest (not allowed by S-wave capiure)
cast some doubt on this assumption. . ' . * '

. \l\ ihc Knn enhanceaents It'ig. 9) are all ac the peak of the
phase space. ' _

<3) As shown in Fig. 9«.the C aeson is not produced in pp anni-
hilations at 0.7U9> or 1.2tZD/ CeV/c.

E. Conclusions on Kon-PlfEractive 0 Search

Where do we stand with non-diftractive Q production? I.feel
that Che data are not of such statistical quality that the statement can
be easily answered; however, one can make a decent hand-waving argument
for production of a tvc - I** nonet aember [K^J with mass between 1.25
and 1.35 GeV. This follows if we accept and associate with the aaae
object:

(a) The K(1300) observed in «~p> * AK(1300); large KO decay node.

(b) The C aeaon; large Ke decay mode.

(c) The lower portion of the dlffractive Q fi.e. with H(K«n)
£ 1.3 CeV which shows a Ko decny node}.
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These observations tie together in that (a)-(c) all give an enhancement
with a dominant Kp decay node. I deduce the enhancement to belong to
the C=+l nonet from the observation that the Kp content of the Q does
not change with energy [see Fig. 3] which implies dominant P coupling.
The outcome of all this is that there appears to be no strong evidence
for production of the Kg in all the data investigated. Clearly, more
data on nondiffractive KTITT production is needed.

IV. HIGH-MASS K*'S

A. Kon-Charge-Exchange Channels and the Region Between 1.6 and 2.0 CeV;
the L Meson

Problem; The experimental situation is best described as being
confused. The problem centers about the H, r and branching ratios of
the so-called L meson. In particular, the question is whether or not
the Knn enhancement observed in reactions such as

is uniquely a K(1420)n threshold enhancement (i.e. the sister of the
2~S(fn) possibly non-resonant state].

The experimental situation is here susnarized through a coapila-
tlon of most of ehe available data on L production"*"*26':

1. H.r of the L; fSee Fig. 10}
Comment: The quoted values for H(L) are all consistent. The

Berkeley experimental) quotes a large width [r : 250-300 HeV, but no
fit). The quoted widths of the other experiments are not consistent
with this value. In particular, Che K~p experiments at 4.6,(23),
10.0(24) and 10.9-15.9(26) GeV/c all quote widths about half as wide as
that of the 12.0-CcV/e experiment. As is clear, mass and width deter-
minations crucially depend on background paramctrlzations. Therefore,
the errors on F, In particular, are subject to systematic uncertainties
which could be much larger than the quoted statistical errors.

2' _B.rancMnB_Ratios; Or is the L entirely a K(1420)tt threshold
effect? |5ee Fig. 11 for a conciliation of the -.Afferent experlaeotal
techniques which try to answer this question.]

Comments

•• K*p * K4"***"? at 12 G«V/c*211: Figure n shows the
"K(1420)n" fi.e. after a K(1420) mass slice]. A broad enhancement Is
observed. The authors claim that the L signal [Fig. 10] is undiminished
by this cut (i.e. L * K(1420)n is consistent with 100XJ. Keedlets to
cay such a statement relies heaviJLy on background uncertainties. Etc.
For instance, in the K(890)n spectrum the authors claim no L •* K(S90)it;
however, a background could be driivn In Fig.11 which could produce a
sizable enhancement in the L region.
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b. S p + K n n~p at 10 GeV/c : In an attempt to determine
the K(890), K(1420) and o content as a function of Knir effective mass,
the authors have sliced the K**+a~ mass spectrum and have fitted the
corresponding Dalitz plots. The results are shown In Fig. 11 {note the
100-MeV bin size]. I have indicated [dotted line] the bins correspond-
ing to the L peak in the total Kim mass spectrum of Fig. 10. The
authors claim evidence for a significant increase in the amount of both
K(890)n and K(142O)r in the L region. It does appear that the observed
peak in the total K»n mass spectrum is contributed to by many different
states and not entirely by

c. K~p -• K~n~n+p at 10 GeV/c { 2 H A different tack: Try to
show that IL * K(1420)TTJ/IL •• K-nJ is not 100%. Figure 11 shows the
Kt!n effective mass spectrum for events not in the K(1420) * K~tr+ re-
gion [i.e. 1.32-1.52 CeV]. Clearly, an excess of events is apparent
in the L region. The number of L events in this mass distribution• »s
determined by a Breit-Wigner fit, is 166 + 31 compared to 321 + 60
events [see Fig. 10] in total. The tails of the K(1420) are not suf-
ficient to explain the difference between these numbers and that ex-
pected for a pure L •* K(1420)n decay code.

d. K~p * K*ir~n+p at 4.6 CeV/ctM): Figure 11 shows the Kn
mass spectrum corresponding to a Knn slice covering the L enhancement.
Only a small amount of K(1420) is observed which is not sufficient to
account for all the L. The authors quote the branching ratio

L •» K(1420)IT „

L - Total ( 2 0 - 20}Z '

p e. K~d • K"w n"d at 12.6 CeV/c* '': Figure 11 shows the Kgqg*
and Kj^20" effective mass distributions. Even with the small statistics
it appears that the number of L events in the latter spectrum cannot
possibly account for the entire observed L peak in Fig. 10.
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3. Summary of Properties of the L

Reaction M(quoted) T(quoted)

12 GeV/c

lOGeV/c

4.6 GeV/c

10.9-15.9
CeV/c

1780

1761+10

K"p*(Kirit)~p 1745+20

10 CeV/c

~ > 1780+15

12.6 GeV/c

K~d+(Ktrir)~d s 1740

1767+6

250-300

91+12

10O+5C

138+40

= 130

100+26

Branching Ratio + other comments
(quoted)

L consistent with K(1420)TT, but
no numbers

L not all K(1420>w

L not all K(142G)B

L not all K(1420)n
[Also, see PWA it» talk of ( 2 ? )

D. Hansen, this conference ]

L not all K(1420)TI

No Information

4. Best Bet on L
a. Certainly some K(142O)n threshold effect.
b. Which cannot explain entire "L" enhancement. *

Figure 12a,b shows the results of a partial-wave analysis of.combined
data at 10.0 and 16.0 GeV/c on the reaction K"p -• K"VY"p/ ' Of
interest is the distribution of the difference between the total mass
spectrum and that corresponding to the intensity of the partial wave of
the LHE [i.e. for the L •+ K(142O)TT, the 2" S wave]. As observed in
Fig. 12b, a significant non-R(1420)it signal is present in the L region;
the authors claim that

c. The L region is very complicated with many partial waves
(not necessarily resonant) contributing.

5. Other Enhancements (Decay Modes) in the L Region
â  Colley, et a l . , ^ ' [10 GeV/c, Jfp] have presented a claim

for a K*p enhancement in the L region. Their results are sugggstive,
but more data are needed for a stronger demonstration of the K -p cor-
relation.

b. Previously published claims for L + Kw [i.e. with H(Kca) -
M(L) - 1760-1780 MeV] are not verified.
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Two new results which show evidence for a narrovish Kco enhancement
with mass ̂ 1700 MeV have been submitted to the conference. Chung, et̂
51-. [K""p -+ K~d)p at 7.3 GeV/c] present the background-subtracted
Km spectrum shown in Fig. 13a in which a clear > 4o bump is observed.
A fit with an S-wave Breit-Wigner over a linear background yields the
following resonance parameters:

M = 1710 + 15 MeV
r = 110 + 50 MeV.

(29} —
The Km mass spectrum of the ABCLV collaboration [K p + K up at 10 +
16 GeV/c] is shown in Fig. 13'u in which an enhancement is also observed
with a mass near 1700 MeV. It would be nice to have more statistics on
this effect so that a definitive Jp test could be performed and better
branching ratios obtained.

B. High-Mass K*'s; Natural Parity States Observed in Charge-Exchange
Channels

There have been three reports of structure in the Kn system in
the mass region above the K(1420). They have cone from reactions of
the type KN -• (Kn)N1 where |&Q(N->N')| • 1.

The Experiments:

1. 9.0 GeV/c [Purdue](30): K+n - p + K*°

2. 12.0 GeV/c [Berkeley]<31): K+n •*• p + K*°

3. 7.3 GeV/c lBNL]t32^: K~p - n + K*° •

T^ere are inconsistencies in the reported properties of the
claimed K states which are now summarized:

1. Purdue [Cannony, et al. ]: K+n •• p + X° at 9 GeV/c

a. X° * K+it"": The K+iT effective mass spectrum [4581 events]
is shown in Fig. 14b. A broad structure is observed in the region be-
tween 1.6 <. M(K+n"") <_ 2.2 GeV; there is some indication of a narrow en-
hancement above background at M(KTI) -V 1760 MeV.

b. X° •* K°ir ir~ [Note: K° - seen + unseen]: Figure 15a shows
the K°n+n~ effective mass spectra. A very significant enhancement is
observed at a H(K°n+n~) -* 1760 MeV with some Indication for additional
structure at M(K°it+ir) "v 2100 MeV t2-4aj.

The result of a simultaneous fit to the Kn and Kirn spectra
(assuming both enhancements are decay modes of the same object] gives:
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(1) K(1760): M = (1769 + 12) MeV

Knn
F - (130 + 50) MeV

(2) Extremely veak evidence for a state with M = 2115 + 45
MeV, F = 300 + 100 MeV decaying into both Kn and Run. I do not find
this claim to~be statistically compelling.

2. Firestone, et̂  al_. '[Berkeley] have studied the same reactions,
but at 12.0 GeV/c.

a. X° •*• K TI~: The K n~ effective mass spectrum after a |t'|
< 0.2 GeV2 selection is shown in Fig. J.4c. A big, broad ^ 400-MeV-wide
object is observed. There is no evidence for a narrow K(l?60).

b., X° -* K°T n": The K°IT -a" spectrum from the reaction K n +

K°v iTp is shown in Fig. 15d. No compelling signal, at either 1760 or
2100 MeV is observed.

(32) - -
3. Aguilar-Benitez, e£ al. [BNL] have studied the reaction K p

•*• K~u+ n at 7.3 GeV/c. If, as experted, n exchange dominates the re-
action, then at the same energy the properties of K~p •*• K*n and K*n •*
K*°p should be similar.

a. X •• K~f : The K~w effective mass spectrum [5330 events]
is shown in Fig. 14a. Here, a narrow 4o enhancement is observed at
M(Kir) = 1760 MeV.

b. X •• R°TT ir : The K°TT V spectrum as shown in Fig. 15c shows
little if any evidence for activity at either 1760 or 2100 MeV.

Additional data to those in Ref. 27 have been presented to this
conference by the BNL group. The K~ir+ [K°ir+ir-] effective mass spectra
are shown in Fig. 16a [16b]. The K(1760) -» K~n+ signal is, indeed, very
strong [*>» 5a]. No evidence is seen for a Knir decay mode.

Summary

Experiment

9^0 CeV/c
K+n

12.0 GeV/c
K n

7.3 GeV/c
K-p

KIT

Broad Enhancement
with possible
narrow peak at
1760 MeV

Broad enhancement
No narrow struc-
ture

Narrow structure
at 1760 MeV

Kiin

2 Enhancements
1760: Good
2100: Poor-fair

[2-4a]

Nothing

Little evidence

Observations

Narrow Knit Forces
Kff(2100). Total
fit gives T(?100)
» 300 + 10" MeV (?)

Appears all peaks
have disappeared.

Kir (1760) is con-
sistent with 9.0
GeV/c K^n result;
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Additional Remarks

1. A closer examination of the data of Canaony, et al.,l'3Ob)
yields an • inconsistency in the results supporting the
claimed Kun enhancements. This is apparent from an inspection of the
two insets of Fig. 15. Here, the effective mass spectra from the re-
actions

and

K+n

K. n

K°A-p (a)

(b)

are compared. Cansony, et_ al., quote * 50? K n and * 502 Kp branching
fractions for K(1760) which leads to the expectation of a "v 120-event
K(1760) signal in reaction (b) [based on the number of events in reac-
tion (a)]. Such an effect is clearly not present which nay necessitate
a re-evaluation of the significance of the claim for the K(176O) •+ Kirir
.decay mode in these data.

2. Some new observations in the reaction K~p -* K~w+n at 7.3
GeV/c: There have been suggestions'^' that a good place to look
for resonance states with weak production amplitudes is in their inter-
ference with the much stronger diffraction dissociation (D.D.) ampli-
tude, i.e.

} D.D.

Figure 17a shows the TT n effective mass spectra in which the low-
tnass diffractively produced component is evident. In order to look at
the D.D.-KIT overlap, only those events with M(ir+n) < 1.8 GeV and
I'K-KI < 0.5 GeV2 are selected [corresponding to the shaded area in
Fig. 17a]. The resultant KTT effective mass spectrum is shown in Fig.
17b. The K(1760) signal is now greater than a 5a effect. In addition,
there is evidence for possible structures in the KIT mass region above
2.0 GeV. Clearly more statistics are needed in order to conclusively
demonstrate additional resonance structure, but the idea of pulling out
small resonant signals through their interference with the much stronger
D.D. amplitude is extremely attractive and warrants further searches.
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Conclusion:

1. Narrow K(1760) •* KTJ seems good, but J Is not established.
2. Claim for Kirn of Carmony, et_ al., "0) n e e ( j s re-examination in

light of discrepancy between K(1760) •+ K°n+ir and K(1760) -> ¥?-n~n°
branching fractions.

3. Some evidence for additional Kir states above 1800 MeV in
K~p •+ K"ir+n at 7.3 GeV/c. More statistics needed.

V. SUMMARY

1. Better understanding of LME is needed.
2. Are we going to have filled A-̂  and B nonets? Are LME to be

included in them? (Remember, the Q and Aj are not isolated examples!)
3. Will increased statistics yield higher-mass states? Will rarer

types of decay modes be found [N in Fig. 1 filled?]?
4. There appears to be good evidence for 1~, 2+, 3~ TTTT and Kir

decay modes of resonance states. Will the trend continue [i.e. 4+,
5", ....]?

5. In particular:
More data on nondiffractive channels could prove fruitful:

K+p - A+* + X°

K~p - A + X°

K~p -* Z + + X~

K~p -» n + X°, etc.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Grid -epresenting decay nodes of well-known resonances.
2. Compilation of the (Kinr)+ spectrum from the reaction K*p •* (Kim) p

(Firestone). +

3. TOP: Slope of da/dt as a function of (Ktra) mass for the reaction
K+p •+ (Rrnr)+p for a variety of incident K* ir.ocenta.
BOTTOM: Results of the K-a-n Daiitz plot fit of Binghara, et al.

4. TOP: o vs. V±nc for various (KTMT)+ intervals frora the reaction
ld"p + ICVNTp.
BOTTOM: Comparison of the shape of the Q produced in association
with proton [dashed] or deuteron [solid).

5. Compilation of data on LME.
6. Complications to a fundamental interpretation for 1ME:

TOP: Traveling (K:r^)+ peaks for (Kti)° slices which are not neces-
sarily in the resonance region.
BOTTOM: Comparison of P°TT* and p~w~ effective Bass spectrim by
Cohen, e_t al.

7. a-c. Compilation of data on neutral K*w production from charge-ex-
change reactions.

8. Evidence for the existence of K(1300) produced in the reaction
ir~p •+ AKnr at 4.5 and 6.0 GeV/c. _

9. LEFT: Evidence for the existence of the C neson [pp at_rest].
RIGHT: Evidence for no signal for C-neson production [pp at 700
and 1200 MeV/c].

10. Compilation of data on the mass and width of the L meson.
11. Compilation of data on the decay nodes of the L meson.
12. PWA results on the (Kittt)" system.
13. New results supporting a Ku> resonance at mass ̂  1700 HeV:

a. BNL: 7.3 GeV/c K~p + K"up.
b. ABCLV collaboration: K~p + K~up. *

14. Compilation of KIT spectra from charge-exchange reactions.
15. Compilation of KTTTT spectra from charge-exchange reactions.
16. a. K~TT+ effective mass spectrum from the reaction K~D •• K"w+n at

7.3 GeV/c.
b. KOW+TT~ effective mass spectrum from the reaction K~p •

at 7.3 GeV/c.
17. a. ir+n effective mass spectra from the reaction K*"p •*• K"w n at

7.3 GeV/c.
b. K~n+ effective maos spectra for events with M(n n) < 1.8 GeV

and |tR_Kl < 0.5 GeV
2 [i.e. in 9.0. region].
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FIG. 2. Kiw invariant-mass distribution of Reaction
(1) (or various intervals of K* Invariant mass. The Kir
mass intervals (in GeV) chosen are (from ten to rigbt):
0.97 to 1.15, 1.15 to 1.33. 1.33 to 1.51, 1.51 to 1.69.
and 1.6» to 1.S7.

1.2
MOM f?tr*

16 2.0

20
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FIG. 3. Invariant mas* distributions for those P»
event* fitted by the model described In the text. See
text for complete details coneemlnf all selections
made, (a) Reaction (1); (b) Reaction <2); the Insets
differ from the main fIfures only la the f mass cutoffs
employed. Ttare are 10.7 erents/nb la (b).
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